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Horror on the 

slopes! 
 

Fatty’s bar very nearly ran 

out of alcoholic beverages 

When members of Andrews-

field Aviation stayed recent-

ly celebrating Des’s birthday.  

It was a close call said Car-

ol. 



  Somedays you’re the bug; other days you’re the windshield 

 

Best wishes for the New Year and Safe Flying in 2017.   Bob 

 

 

 

 

From the Editors  Office 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seasons Greetings One and All!  Welcome to this Christmas edition of the ‘Flypaper’   

 

As can be seen on the front cover Several members have been on the Piste celebrat-

ing Uncle Des’s 93 birthday.  Des was the CFI for many years and before that an 

Airline Training Captain and many of us benefitted from his training. He is always 

the last to bed and the first up and on the black run. What an amazing guy. Happy 

Birthday! 

 

We also have some photo’s of the D&D and for those not publishable they can be 

sent to you in a plain brown envelope for the appropriate Fee. 

 

I have written the ILAFFT this edition—particularly appropriate as Winter bites! 

But let it serve as a reminder for you to send your own stories in—any subject! 

 

In the same vain as ILAFFT, I would like to add  ILAIFT (I learnt about instructing 

from that).  Years ago After the club had got a new aircraft, I sent a student on his 

first solo land away X country. Now this aeroplane had one of the new fangled 720 

channel radio’s (up till then we only had 360 channels) and to get to the .25 frequen-

cys you had to pull the little knob out otherwise you could only get a .5 frequency.  

Yes you have guessed it, I had not shown him how to get the .25 spacing and without 

his reading glasses he could not see the little –’’pull for .25 mhz’’ wording.  He landed 

anyway and a kindly instructor showed him how to get the correct frequency!     

With the introduction of 8.33 spacing ‘Channels’ I can foresee something like this 

happening again—make sure you know how to operate the new wireless’s as they get 

retrofitted to the aeroplanes! 



 

Or Contact your 

Local Member: 

Brian Turpin   (Pictured above) 

               Eh Up! 



Highly Recommended!  Some of the best 

looking sheep I have ever seen!   

 

Pete Brand 







Whats not normally found in the text books….. 

*** 

NB! 

*** 





The causes of a thermal runaway are cited as : 

External Heating 

Over Charging 

High Current charging 

Over discharging 

External short 

Structual Damage 

‘Crush’ 

 

As a thermal runaway in a light aeroplane could be catastrophic please take care 

with these batteries (in fact any batteries– ordinary batteries for your noise reduc-

tion headset/torch tossed into your flightbag have been known to short out and cre-

ate a fire. Always store them properly!)   So do not leave your device on the 

glareshield in the sun in your rush to get to the beach at LFAT! 

Take care that passengers phone’s do not get caught in seat mechanism which can 

lead to structural damage and crush problems. 

Be particularly careful when charging any item. Its not a good idea to leave your lap-

top/ipad/phone charging overnight or while you are out as the Chief Fire Officer for 

Bedfordshire found out to his cost—his laptop had a runaway while he was out for 

the evening and burnt his house down!  



 

The Good Old Days...Buzzing the Capital and inventing the Mile High Club! 

Nice Beaver! 









ILAFFT 

 

Many years ago, March 1985 to be exact, I took the club Grumman AA5 to Da-

vidstow Moor, an old military field used by microlights, near Tintagel on the North 

edge of Bodmin Moor. John, a friend of mine wanted to go to an auction of wood 

turning equipment. I uuummmed and aaahhed on the day due to the forecast of a 

front from West to East but the Newquay TAF and Metar looked ok so off we went. 

As we neared Davidstow after an uneventful flight, we were between layers with 

some low stratus beneath.  I let down to the safety altitude but was still above the 

lowest cloud.  The airfield had a couple of masts on it in those days so I continued 

out to sea, let down visually and came back for a low level join downwind for runway 

30.  John went off to his auction and I refuelled me and the plane and waited for 

him to return hoping he didn’t buy anything too big! 

The weather improved after the front had gone through and the first half of the 

return flight was in good weather, but as we approached Brize Norten we were in 

cloud.  Nay problem as the aeroplane was well equipped and indeed was the machine 

we used for IMC training in those days.  Tracking to Bovingdon VOR and passing Ben-

son I started to let down to remain clear of controlled airspace but as we descended 

approaching the Chiltern Hills the aircraft began to pick up ice.  In a very short 

time, due to the uplift provided by the hills the windshield was completely opaque 

and looking out at the leading edge we had at least a half inch or more of rime ice.  

Now, the AA5 wing is not the best aerofoil to carry ice and even with full power the 

airspeed was decreasing.   I called Luton to check their weather and they had a base 

of 800 feet, so I elected to divert as they were the nearest field with any landing 

aids.  Passing Bovingdon, I glimpsed ground through a small hole in the cloud so we let 

down visually and got beneath at about 1000feet with what seemed to be reasonable 

low level vis (as far as I could tell through very iced up windows). 

I decided to continue to Andrewsfield as that was where the car was!  The wind-

screen slowly began to clear where the defrost got to it at the bottom and we man-

aged to land.  The wings still had ice on them and the temperature probe (similar to 

that on the PA28) had a block of ice around it the size of a baked bean tin! 

So, what did I learn from this experience?  Light aircraft and icing do not mix!  It 

was ok in my BAC 1-11 with 210 degree C air melting the ice but not something to be-

taken lightly in an aeroplane with no deicing capability! 

 

                                     Ice is for your G & T! 

 

The FAA have produced a new video on icing induced stalls both of the aerofoil and 

the tailplane, It is mainly for business aircraft like King Air’s but is well worth a 

watch for us light type drivers.  It is found on the FAA website. 

 

 

 



Evening Groundschool 



 

 

The Millibar glamour posing for a 

photo with Ebenizer.  Dana having 

a quick swig as she does in the 

kitchen….. 

 

 

 

The sensible half of table 10 

-nice Christmas hat Hiliary!! 

 

 

 

The other half 

of table 10…. 

The examiners, 

CAA and Tad 

telling dirty 

jokes... 



What idiot decided 

To put a tape-

measure in the  

Christmas Cracker... 

After a second half 

of shandy,the meas-

uring was getting out 

of hand…. 

 

 

 

Table 8 ap-

peared to have 

the most empty 

bottles…. 



 

 

Phil Webb 

Doing his party 

Piece, much 

To His  

Daughter 

Charlotte’’s 

Embarrassment! 

 

 

 

 

Both Simon and Sally 

appear to be happy 

with the outcome of 

the measuring…. 

 

 

‘’There I woz Nothing 

On the clock but the  

Makers name….’’ 



Ben Portus was the worthy recipient of the Jim Heelan trophy this year.  Well done Skipper! 

 

 

 

 

‘Now Bob, you know Mike doesn’t like having his photo taken in case the social security people see it’ 



 

The engineering table discussing the finer points of gapping a spark plug….. 

 

 

Easy Nigel@ppl.com has been reading again and come up with the following regarding 

performance…. 



Congratulations! 

 PPL   Les Gray and Jenny Conway 

 

SEP renewal after 25 years!  Roger Collins 

 

FI   Gareth Bliss and Dave Evans 

 

Well done each! 

Christmas Hours 

Peter says he would like to wish all Millibar customers a very merry Christmas and 

looks forward to relieving you all of your Christmas box….. 

The Millibar is only closed on the 25th and 26th December otherwise normal hours 

will be kept. 

         Have a good one! 


